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pounds ten shillings. What he gave to the knights imilites) is valued 
at twenty pounds eleven shillings.

Several things in this description of the Derby hundred are worth 
notice. Whilst we find on the one side a tenant holding several manors 
or rWs, on the other, two or three or more tenants holding one vill for 
so many manors; and these tenants are qualified as thanes, sometimes as 
milites. In Newton and Walintune, they are called drenches in the former, 
and drenghes in the latter. These are said to have been military tenures, 
but there is no certainty of the peculiar conditions under which the 
manors were held. It will be observed that the church was situated in 
the Walintune manor, and the carucate of land which belonged to it 
was part of the manor. It seems that in the other hundreds Roger of 
Poictou had given his men portions of land, of which there is no 
specification. There are more names, and very often the same names, 
and it is doubtful whether they do not often refer to different people. 
In Derby hundred we find Goisfridus, Rogerus, Willelmus, Warinus, 
Goisfridus again, Titbaldus, Rohertus, and Gislibortus. In Walintune 
hundred we have Roger, Titbald, Warin, Radulf, William, Adelaid, and 
Osmund.

In West Derby hundred there were forty-six villani, one radman, and 
sixty-two bordarii, two serfs, and three servant-maids. In Newton 
hundred, as we have already stated, there were two churches and 
fifteen drenches who had fifteen manors. There are now six drenches 
and twelve villani and four bordarii, who have nine ploughs amongst 
them.

If.

NOTES ON A RECORD OK THE HUNDRED COURT 
OF WIRRALL.

By the Rev. Ctinon Hume, D.O.L.

I find in my possession an old document, written on three sheets of 
foolscap ; but how I got it, or how long I have had it, I do not know. 
It is interesting for more reasons than one ; but the importance which I 
attach to it has reference mainly to the Surnames of the people.

In a district which lias formed the highway to Ireland from all parts 
of England, one would expect to find surnames a good deal mixed up ; 
and yet the process must have increased greatly in the course of a 
hundred and thirty years. Until the railway swept round recently to 
the shores of the Dee, we were accustomed to regard some of the town 
ships in the adjoining hundred of \Virrall a.s practically very far away,
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owing to their difficulty of access ; but we should not forget that in the 
seventeenth century, there was a large intercourse from Chester along 
the light hank of the Dee, and more recently from Parkgate across to 
Liverpool.

The document is headed as follows : 
HUNDRED OB The Court Leet Court Baron and view of {frank Plege of

WOHBALI. John Glegg gentl"- Held for the said Hundred the
TO WIT. nineteenth Day of April, in the seventeenth year of the

Reigne of our Sovereigne Lord George the Second,
and in the year of our Lord 1744, before John Glegg
gentl''-

The Names of the Suitors of the same Court.

A few paragraphs, for which I am indebted to Morris C. Jones, Esq., 
F.S.A., may suffice to give the general reader an idea of these courts.

[All the administrations were first in the bauds of the King, but after 
wards, when by the increase of the people the burden grew too heavy 
for him, the kingdom was divided into Counties, Hundreds, &c. So the 
administration of justice was distributed among minor courts, of which 
the Sheriff' had the County Court for the government of the county, and 
the lords of liberties bad their leets and law days, for the speedier and 
readier administration of justice.

The Hundred Court is only a large Court Baron, being held for all 
the inhabitants of a particular Hundred instead of a Manor. The free 
suitors are here the judges and the Steward the "Registrar, as in the case 
of a Court Baron. The latter is a court which every lord of a manor 
had within his own precinct; and was an inseparable incident to n 
Manor.

A court baron was of two natures, (1) the one by common law, and 
(2) the other by custom. The former was that analogous to the Hundred 
Court of Win-all; and is the baron's or freeholders' court, of which the 
freeholders being suitors, are judges. The freeholders' court had juris 
diction for trying actions of debt (like the ancient court) ; hut this is 
now abolished.

In this court the homage jury were to enquire that the lords did not 
lose their service duties or custom, but that the tenants made their suit 
of court (that is, attend at the court and answer to their names) ; paid 
their rents and heriots, and kept their lands and tenements in repair. 
They are to present all common and private nuisances which might 
prejudice the lord's manor, and every public trespass must be punished 
in this court by amercement on " presenting " the same.

A court leet was a court of record ordained for punishing oftences 
against the Crown, and is said to be the most ancient court of the land. 
It enquired of all oftences under high treason ; but those punishable 
with loss of life or members were only enquirable and presentable here, 
and to be certified over to the judge of assize. And this court was called 
the " view of frank pledge," because the king was to be there certified by 
the view of his steward how many people are within every leet, and 
have an account of their good manners and government. And every 
person of the age of twelve years, who had remained there for a year 
and a day, might he sworn to be faithful to the king, and the people
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were to be kept in peace. Also every one that dwelt within the leet, 
from the age of twelve to sixty years, was obliged to do suit iu this 
court, except peers, clergymen, &c., unless they were under the Sheriff's 
turn. A leet is as incident to a hundred, as a court baron to a manor; 
for by grant of a hundred, a leet passed, and a hundred could not be 
without a leet. The steward was the judge of the court, and had 
power to elect officers or constables, as well as to punish offenders by 
fine, but not by imprisonment.

Twelve freeholders or residents were to be of the jury, and the 
particular articles to be inquired into by statute, were, if all that suit of 
court are present: of customs withdrawn ; purprestures [encroachments] 
of lands ; of houses set up or beat down ; cottages erected contrary to 
law and other annoyances ; of bounds taken away; ways or waters turned 
or stopped; of thieves and hues and cries not pursued ; of bloodshed-*, 
escapes, pei'sons outlawed, money coiners, treasure found [treasure trove]; 
assize of bread and ale ; persons keeping ale houses without licences; 
false weights and measures ; unlawful games ; offences relating to game; 
offences of tanners in selling insufficient leather ; of forestallers ; of 
markets, victuallers, and labourers, unlawful fishing, idle persons, &c., 
by several statutes. All these articles were drawn up in form, and given 
in charge by the steward.

The Court Baron's duties seem to have had for their object the pre 
servation and enforcement of the lord's rights against the tenants, and 
the rights of the tenants as between themselves. It had civil jurisdic 
tion only.

The Court Leet, on the other hand, had criminal jurisdiction, exer 
cising the powers which the justices of the peace and coroners possess 
at the present day ; and also those of the sanitary authorities under the 
recent public health acts.

The View of t'rankledge had duties to perform to the Crown which 
are not possessed by any public authority of the present day.

The presentments iu this document seem chiefly to be for 11011- 
attendtiuce at the court, each defaulter being fined one shilling.

Woodbank " Richard Jones for breaking the size [assise] of bread 
" and ale." This man must have been either selling at a higher price 
than was fixed by the leet, or adulterating the bread or ale, or not 
marking the bread.

No fewer than eleven of the subsequent presentments are for breaches 
of the rights of the lord and his tenants by neglecting the fences; 
a remedy such as this would be very useful at the present day. Under 
Walzey [Wallasey] a general rule is laid down, we presume, for the 
future guidance of the homagers, subjecting any person leaving a gap 
down in a certain hedge for twenty-four hours after notice from constable 
or warned in churchyard, to a fine of ten shillings for each default a 
very salutary rule. " Warning in the churchyard " was evidently the 
usual mode giving notice of such lapses of duty.

The ancient jurisdictions of the Courts Baron and Courts Leet were 
as convenient and efficient modes of enforcing civil rights and pun 
ishing criminal offences iu a rural district as could well be had iu those 
primitive times.]

The part of the Hundred to which this inquiry refers, may be seen 
from an enumeration of the sixteen townships in the order iu which 
they are given ; viz.. Wallazey. Poolton and Seacomb, Liscard, Higher
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Bebbington, Pl'enton. Capenhurst, Puddington, Little Neston, Hoolton, 
Ness, Tranmore, Caldie, Laudican, AITOW, Ledsham, and Woodbank. 
The number of names recorded is 304, nearly all of whom represented 
householders ; and this is an average of 19 to each township. But in 
Landicau and Woodbank there are only 0 each, and in Ledsham 8 ; 
while in Tranmore there are 43, Wallazey 34, Little Neston 29, and 
Ness 27. We see therefore the points to which population was gravi 
tating, even so early as 1744.

When we throw the whole of the names into alphabetical order, we 
find that there are only 185 varieties; so thnt for every 100 distinct 
surnames there are 104 persons recorded.

Of these, 123, or about two-thirds, occur only once; and 37, or one- 
fifth, occur twice each, giving us 74 occurrences of the name. Of the 
rest, nine occur 8 times, nine 4 times, four 5 times, one 6 times, one 7 
times, and one 13 times. We have thus 25 names occurring jointly 
109 times; so that while they are only 13£ per cent, of the varieties, 
they represent ;.)(> per cent, of the persons uumed.

Lying as the Hundred of Win-all does, so near to Wales, we are not 
surprised to find that the name of most frequent occurrence is Jones ; 
while next to it in the order of frequency, stand Bennett and Hancock. 
Briseoe, Lee, Roberts, and Worrall occur five times each : and the nine, 
each of which occurs four times, are C'haruock, Coventry, Davies, Hill, 
Miluer, Sarrott, Smith. Watson, and Wilson. The nine which occur 
three times each, are Anderton, Bedsou, Cross, Dean, Evans, Green, 
Stanley, Warton, Williams.

Of these, Jones. Roberts, Davies, Evans, and Williams are obviously 
Welsh ; but the remainder are English. Worrall is peculiar, being 
derived from the name of the Hundred itself. The names which are 
found very frequently on the Lancashire side. as Rymer (now Rirnmer), 
Bushell, Brown, &c., in Formby, and down to Birkdale, scarcely exist 
here.

But Worrall is not the only name of local origin ; for we find Larton, 
Ledsham, Prenton, Sutton, and Whidby (Whitby). There are other 
well-known Cheshire names, as Dellamore (Delamere), Done, Dutton ; 
and numerous Lancashire local ones, as Litherland, Longwortll, Ashton, 
Eccles, Pemberton, Penkett, Rainford, Walton, Wamngton. Neither 
Liverpool nor Birkenhead nor Meols occurs as a surname, though the 
second and third still exist.

It is not sin-prising that in a remote corner like this, the old and 
prominent Cheshire names should be unknown. Colonel Kgerton Leigh
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gives ns a Cheshire proverb which hints at the frequent occurrence of 
some of them.

As many Leigbs as fleas,
As many Masseys as asses,
As many Crevves as crows.
As many Devouports as (logs' tails.

Now in all these 185 names we do not find any of the four; though 
in a part of the paper distinct from the lists, the last occurs in the 
dialectal form of Devemport.

Among the names which have risen to honour, and some of the 
hearers of which we trace to this part of' the country, are Bihbie, 
Fawshaw, Rathbome, Eobin, and Stanley. The late Rev. Jos. Forshaw 
of the British Museum, found the resting place of his ancestors at 
AVallasea ; and there the name was frequently spelled Forshall. But 
this is a small variety. [In the Church hooks of a little parish 
about seven miles from Liverpool, T found the name Fairclough spelled 
in about fourteen different ways.]

Besides the varieties in spelling already noticed, there are others 
which are brought about by three great causes: ill the laws of 
language, as contraction, substitution, euphony, local dialect, &c.; (2) 
those resulting from the carelessness of the multitude ; and (3) those 
arising from ignorance. \Ve are able to notice all of these, in conse 
quence of the practice which existed then much more than now, of 
spelling words phonetically. Now, we know almost every surname better 
through the eye than through the enr ; and there are fixed a,nd well- 
known conventional modes of spelling.

We are not surprised to find Robi'son, for it harmonises with similar 
contractions, as Atki'son, Higgi'son, Watki'son, AVilki'son. Greggrey is 
one of the numerous cognate forms of Macgregor ; the holders of which 
changed it when it was proscribed, but still preserved a slight allusion 
to the original. Keleal, Tyror, Inghlefield, Bertels (Birtles), and 
Mayson (Mason) are sufficiently near the originals to be easily recognised. 
Powner (probably Finder, Pointier, or Pounder), Scofells (Hchofield or 
Scolefield), Fesoii (Pheasant, still pronounced " Phnsion,") Bracha 
(Bradsbaw), AYearin and AVayriu (Waring], Prise (Price), are not so 
readily recognised. Urmson occurs as Onnson; and we know that it 
has kept its ground for a long time in Bidstoue parish. Bakstar and 
Baxtor are forms of Baxter, which like Brewster, Webster, Spinster, 
&c. is rgally a name derived from a woman's employment ;* hut the

* Bak-er, ater; Brew-er, ater; Web-bar, star; Ship-per, ster. The I>eerns(<r in the 
Isle of Man should therefore be the Deemer, or " Oomesman."
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meaning of the affix has been so thoroughly forgotten that our language 
possesses a double feminine. Thus, m. seam-er,/. seam-ster-(ess).

The Christian names also exhibit the ordinary varieties; as Elizebeth, 
Shusand among women, and Enery, Robert, and Rubbard among men. 
One of the most curious entries is that of Jarmay Colear (Jeremy 
Collier.)

A very few extracts will serve to show the kind of plaints which came 
before this Court, and the rough and ready way in which the "Juriers," 
as they call themselves, disposed of them. They will also serve to re 
mind us that the Education Act had not then passed, and that the 
Schoolmaster was " abroad," in a sense which Lord Brougham did not 
contemplate.

" We present the in habbitan of Pudingto for not appeering* at this 
Coart in twelf pence each."

Nineteen persons, in nine of the townships, " for Beak in [breaking] 
the size of bread and ale, Each (id."

" Walzey. We order every person that belongeth to the pasture ditch, 
if a gap be broke down, after 24 hours notis if not made up, to pay 10s. 
for every default after notis from ye Constable, or warned in the church 
yard."

" We present Henery Bird, Mr. Hyde, Eli/ebeth Hill, John Mulenex, 
John Ranford, James Ranford, Tho. Bertels, in 5s. Each, for breach of an 
order [of last Court, for not keeping up their pasture fence."-)]

" We present Joseph Robison for takeing a large tree a way, being 
a weaf, in one pound."

" Capinhurst. We order John Maysou to cut and ditch betwixt John 
Mnyson, poolhay corner, and John Baxter's poolhay corner, betwixt and 
next Cort, in pain of 10s."

" Lisltit. We order every person that turneth seep out to the Common, 
without a Separd, shall pay twelve pence each sheep."

" Trunmore. We order George Myres to take away the thorns that ly 
in the gate in the Rode to Samuel friest's holt, lie twixt and the first of 
may next, in pain of twenty shillings."

" Kvery one that did not appear, that do belong to this Court, this day, 
we fine in one shilling each."

About a year ago, I communicated with several of the clergy connected 
with these sixteen townships, to see how far the modern names coincided 
with those of 1744 ; but, though the names may in general still be found 
in some portion of the whole area, not more than about the half are to 
be found in the places with which they are here associated.

Brief and imperfect as these remarks are, they may still serve to throw 
some light on the condition of ordinary people in our own neighbour-

* Of thirteen, not one had attended.
 f 1 he presentments are all in the handwriting of one of the " Jnriers" ; but the portion 

in brackets is in the autograph ol' the lawyer who prepared the list tif utmiex.
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hood. We cau hardly call them " the rude forefathers of the hamlet:" 
for they lived, as the military say, " in the open," like the Jews who, in 
time of peace, deserted the walled towns, each living on his own culti 
vated spot in the country. " every man under his vine and under his 
fig tree."

April 22nd, 1875. 

RET. CANON HU.ME, D.C.L., President, in the Chair.

A ballot was taken, in accordance with Law XII, for Uie formal 
ejection of the following members of the Society each of them having 
been several years in arrear of his subscription. And they were 
respectively ejected : 

Rev. W. II. Burgess, M.A.
James Hewit, Esq.
James Milligan, jun., Esq.
George Massie Pearce, Esq.
H. I. Highness the Prince Rhodocanakis.
C. Backhouse Robinson, Esq.
John A. Ward, Esq.
Isaac M. Wood, Esq.

The following papers were read : 

I.
INEDITED POEMS OF WILLIAM ROSCOE, PART 11, Inj H. Ecroyd Smith.

II.
REMARKS AT THE CLOSE OF THE TWENTY-SEVENTH SESSION.

By the President.

Though 1 do not intend to lay before you anything which can be 
called a Closing Address, I think it may be useful to take a view of our 
exact position, in the way of a brief Summary. We will thus see what 
we have gained and what we have lost, and to what extent: and this is 
precisely the sort of infonnation, furnished by experience, which ought 
to afford us lessons for future guidance.

This evening concludes the work of twenty-seven sessions; so that 
we have already reached an age which several Metropolitan Societies 
have not yet attained. On the 20th of June, 1848, this Society was 
founded, at a public meeting, with the Mayor in the Chair; and its first 
session was 1848-9.

The Index which lias been issued, recently to the Members, shows


